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Abstract
One of the indispensable aspects of digital image processing is the requirement of varied
image resolutions. To achieve varied resolution, scaling comes into picture. Two important
applications of scaling is good pictorial quality for human interpretation and processing
of digital images for storage, transmission and for representation of autonomous machine
perception. This paper focuses on the transmission application. The size of the image if
reduced occupies less space in the communication medium thus reducing the bandwidth
requirement. And also the server space and the processing power of the image is reduced
greatly. The standard for digital television transmission over terrestrial, cable and satellite
networks is defined by Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC), with either 704
× 480 or 640 × 480 pixel resolutions, at 24, 30, or 60 progressive frames per second. This
paper proposes a monochrome and colored image down scaling core with memory banks
for accessing the image pixels. A 704 x 480 pixel resolution image was used. The core
has minimum complexity and was developed in Hardware Descriptive Language (HDL).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Digitizing an image has many benefits in transmitting, processing, and storing the image
data [1]. Digital images are widely used in the field of consumer electronics and medical
industry. Digital television (DTV) is an advanced broadcasting technology for television
where digital image transmission and processing plays a vital role. Unlike earlier television
technology where video and audio were analog signals, DTV in contrast is used for television
signal transmission with sound channel and by digital encoding. After the evolution of
color television in 1950s, DTV marks one of the significant innovations. Digital television
provides broadcasters to offer television with better picture and sound quality along with
multiple channels of programming.
Different countries have different standards for broadcasting digital television. Ad-
vanced Television System Committee (ATSC) uses eight-level Vestigial Side-Band (8VSB)
for terrestrial broadcasting. This standard has been adopted by six countries: United
States, Canada, Mexico, South Korea, Dominican Republic and Honduras. Multiple chan-
nel transmission takes place in a single bandwidth. Due to the requirement of multi-channel
video broadcast, the pressure is on the bandwidth to carry all the channels. But we know
2the bandwidth for video communication is minimal and always in need for more. The never
ending growth in the area of digital communication fueled many communication algorithms
to meet the need of bandwidth. One such communication algorithm is scaling of images,
which helps to reduce the size before transmission.
ATSC uses 640 " 480-pixel or 702 " 480-pixel resolution for transmission over terrestrial
and satellite networks. Digital terrestrial broadcasting can be designed to work with roof-
top antennas but also with small antennas built into portable devices and for mobile
reception [2]. To reduce the bit rate while transmitting, the resolution of the images in
the video frames are reduced. At receiving end the image is interpolated by pixels to
reconstruct image to the size of destination display monitor. This paper concentrates on
the challenging and significant facet i.e., down scaling of image to address the bandwidth
need. The basic concept of image scaling is to re-sample a two-dimensional function on a
new sampling grid. There are various down-scaling algorithm available, out of which this
paper implements box filter for various reasons. Box filter algorithm is not for the images
perceived for visual content. It is mainly for the transmission purpose.
The box filter is a simple filter that can be efficiently calculated by storing partial
sums [3]. Another reason for choosing box-filter is the computational complexity. The
computational complexity is very low compared to other filters such as bi-cubical and bi-
linear filters used for down-scaling. If implemented in an Application Specific Integrated
Circuit (ASIC), or a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), the number of logic gates
required will be very less, but in contrast it needs more on chip memory register banks for
storage of the partial sum. The use of on-chip memories nowadays are expected to increase
continuously based on the future generation high performance and portable devices [4]. An
FPGA is an integrated circuit, which is configured after manufacturing using a Hardware
Descriptive language (HDL). In this paper box filter algorithm is being used with on chip
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memory for storage of original pixels and the intermediate partial sum pixels. The down
scaling core is coded in HDL (Hardware Descriptive Language) and has been benchmarked
in a ASIC core module targeting 32 nm, 65nm, 90nm and 180nm technologies.
1.1 Organization
The organization of this paper is as follows: Chapter 2 discusses about the comparison
between different algorithm used for down-scaling, Chapter 3 gives an insight into the
Technical Concepts related to digital image down-scaling and Chapter 4 explains the Al-
gorithm used in this paper. Next, Chapter 5 explains the Hardware Implementation of
the algorithm, Chapter 6 discusses about the Design Flow and Test-bench and the final
Chapter 7 gives the Result and Conclusion of this paper.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
There are three main methods used for image down-scaling: bi-linear, bi-cubical and Near-
est neighbor algorithm. This section deals with these different methods and why box filter
is a better choice for image down-scaling.
One of the widely used algorithms for down-scaling is the Bi-cubical algorithm. Bi-
cubical interpolation is used in a two dimensional grid for interpolating pixels. This is
derived from the cubic interpolation. As the name depicts, the ’Bi’ in this algorithm
refers to computing two 1 dimension operations: vertical and horizontal computation. This
algorithm is used is for most of images, assuming the image is size not to small, or that this
image is not highly detailed, or if the edges of the image are to be kept smooth. Moreover
the contrast and artifacts are increased using the bi-cubic algorithm. The operation of
bi-cubic convolution requires the calculation of 16 weighted coefficients generated from
16 pixels of source image [5]. The coefficient, c, of its corresponding source pixel can be
5obtained from the Equation 2.1.
c =

1− 2|d|2 + |d|3 , 0 ≤ |d| < 1
4− 8|d|+ 5|d|2 − |d|3 , 1 ≤ |d| < 2
0 , 2 ≤ |d|
(2.1)
Then four virtual pixel(V0, V1, V2 andV3) are calculated by either vertical or horizontal
interpolation as shown in Equation 2.2.
3∑
i=0
Ai,j " vci (2.2)
where vciis the vertical co-efficient of one of the (4 " 4) pixels Ai,j.
As described in [5], the operation of this filter in addition to the calculation of the
weighted co-efficient, also requires the co-ordinates of the pixel. The number of adders
and multipliers used for implementing the co-efficient calculation are high. To achieve
bi-cubical interpolation with good results, a high number of resources are required. There
is additional hardware to satisfy the need of the complexity such as the Pixel co-ordinate
generator, horizontal and vertical pixel generator, and a virtual pixel buffer. The vertical
pixel generator stores the calculated intermediate pixel in the virtual pixel buffer. Since
most of the image doesn’t come with inbuilt memory, the number of memory reads and
writes are high. Memory reads are costly in certain cases. This is avoided in the proposed
box filter with register banks to store pixel values. If a scale factor of 2×2 is used with
bicubic interpolation, the hardware implementation of an image expansion method can be
significantly simplified [6].
Bi-cubic interpolation is a robust technique compared with other techniques such as the
box filter [3] andwinscale algorithm [7], these other techniques are simpler and require
6less resources and are more feasible for implementation in sequential processors [8]. Due
to less complexity box filter is faster compared to bi-cubic filter. Note that the bi-cubic
interpolation method is somewhat complicated as compared to bi-linear interpolation [9].
In contrast to the bi-cubic algorithm which takes 16 pixels (4"4) , the bi-linear algorithm
uses only 4 pixels (2 " 2) in account. Bi-linear is extension of linear interpolation. The
main motive is to perform linear interpolation in one direction and then repeat the same
in another direction. This method reduces the contrast of the image, and never produces
a satisfying image, combining a fuzzy overall look with jagged edges and motion artifacts
[10]. This algorithm takes the weighted average of the four closest pixels, and maps it to
the specified output co-ordinates. The speed at which the output pixels are calculated is
low compared to other techniques [11]. Apart from having the slow calculation unit, the
technique described in this paper has an extra graphical processing unit to accelerate the
process. The calculation time was faster but only after giving away resources. One other
disadvantage of using the bi-linear algorithm is that its more efficient for images with lesser
pixels. Since it computes the weighted average of (2 " 2) pixels, the amount of time it
would take to compute the entire image would be significantly high. The weight on each
of the 4 pixel values is based on the computed pixel’s distance (in 2D space) from each of
the known points.
Let us consider four pixels R1,1, R1,2, R2,1 and R2,2 in a (x, y) co-ordinate system. Now
let Q1 be weighted average of R1,1 and R2,1. Similarly Q2 be weighted average of R2,1 and
R2,2. First, the Q1and Q2 values are calculated using the Equation 2.3 and 2.4. Here x1,
x2 , y1 and y2 represent the position in the co-ordinate system.
Q1 = ((x2–x)/(x2–x1)) ∗R1,1 + ((x–x1)/(x2–x1)) ∗R2,1 (2.3)
7Q2 = ((x2–x)/(x2–x1)) ∗R1,2 + ((x–x1)/(x2–x1)) ∗R2,2 (2.4)
Second, after the calculation of Q1 and Q2, the down-scaled pixel value P is calculated
by the Equation 2.5.
P = ((y2–y)/(y2–y1)) ∗Q1 + ((y–y1)/(y2–y1)) ∗Q2 (2.5)
So if we take a closer look at Equation 2.3 and 2.4, we see they deal with the x-axis
of the co-ordinate system. Thus, the interpolation happens in one direction and then the
interpolation is repeated in the other direction y, as given in Equation 2.5. The paper [12]
uses the bi-linear algorithm and requires eight multiplications, three additions and four
subtractions.
One weakness of bi-linear, bi-cubic and related algorithms is that they sample a specific
number of pixels. When down scaling below a certain threshold, such as more than twice for
all bi-sampling algorithms, the algorithms will sample non-adjacent pixels, which results in
losing data and causes rough results. And these traditional downscaling algorithms mainly
address the aliasing problem [13].The trivial solution to this issue is box sampling, which
is to consider the target pixel a box on the original image, and sample all pixels inside the
box. This ensures that all input pixels contribute to the output. The major weakness of
this algorithm is that it is hard to optimize. But these two algorithms are useful when high
quality image is required. But one of the main drawback of such algorithm is the amount
of resources used. Where as other techniques are simpler and need less resources. The
common thing among all the three algorithms is after certain input latency, the pixel value
is calculated at the data rate. Area averaging or box filter on the other hand is simple,
fast and near optimal.
Chapter 3
Technical Overview
This chapter gives an elementary introduction to bit-mapping, aspect ratio and resolution
aspect of an image.
3.1 Bitmaps
Bitmaps are defined as a rectangular mesh of cells called pixels. Each pixel in an image
carries the color of the designated co-ordinate in a image [14]. The value of the pixel in
each cell gives the color value. Bit maps are defined by only two characteristics namely
the number of pixels and the information content of the pixel (color depth). Apart from
the number of pixel and pixel content (two parameters), there are other parameters which
are derived from these two fundamental parameters.
The layout of the bitmap is generally aligned horizontally and vertically. In most cases
the bitmap is used to represent an image in computer program.
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3.2 Color depth
Each pixel contains information about the color of the image. This information content
is called color depth. Color depth refers to the number of bits used to represent color
information of either a single pixel or the number of bits of each color component of a
single pixel depending on the image format. Images with higher bit depths can encode
more shades or colors since there are more combinations of 0’s and 1’s available [15].
3.2.1 1-bit (black and white)
This is the smallest possible content that can be held by a pixel [14]. The bit 0 is represented
for white and 1 describes the black in that pixel. The resulting bitmap is called monochrome
or black and white image. Since there are only two values, the pixel can be used to represent
0 as black and 1 as white also.
3.2.2 8-bit grey
In this case each pixel takes 8 bit or 1 byte of data to store the color value. Then the values
of the pixels will be from 0 to 255. If these different values are mapped on to a ramp of
1 to 8 bit, then these are called as greyscale images shown in Fig 3.1. 0 is normally black
and 255 white. The in-between values are the grey levels, for example, in a linear scale 127
would be a 50% grey level.
In any particular application the range of grey values can be anything, and it is most
common to map the levels 0-255 onto a 0-1 scale; some programs will map to a 0-65535
scale. Digital images requires, at a minimum an 8-bit per pixel where 256 discrete levels
or steps of tones describe the entire tonal range from black to white [16].
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Figure 3.1: 8-bit gradient
Figure 3.2: RGB color Format
3.2.3 24-bit RGB
The 24-bit RGB format is used to represent a colored image. Here 8 bits are allocated to
each red, green, and blue component of a pixel. In each component the value of 0 refers
to no contribution of that color, 255 refers to fully saturated contribution of that color.
Since each component has 256 different states there are a total of 16777216 possible colors
as shown in Fig. 3.2.
In this paper the box filter algorithm is used for two type of images, greyscale and
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colored image. The greyscale image is represented in a 8-bit format and the colored image
is represented in 24-bit format.
3.3 Resolution
Pixels themselves don’t have a dimension, so the resolution attribute of bitmap comes in
the picture for visually viewing or printing. Resolution is normally specified in pixels per
inch but could be in terms of any other unit of measure. Most printing processes retain
the Pixels Per Inch (PPI) or Dots Per Inch (DPI) units for historical reasons. In digital
printing world, DPI is defines the amount of pixels that can be accommodated in line or
area within a span of 1 inch. PPI has similar definition to DPI, but here the amount of
pixel referred is in a digital image. The resolution may be specified as two numbers, the
horizontal and vertical resolution.
The information in the bitmap content is different from the perspective of resolution of
that image, given a constant color depth then the information content between different
bitmaps is only related to the number of pixels vertically and horizontally. The quality of
the image, when printed or displayed as digital image hugely depends on the resolution.
In-order to modify the overall image size the resolution of the image is changed.
As an example consider one bitmap which is 200 pixels horizontally and 100 pixels
vertically. If this bitmap was printed at a resolution of 100 DPI, then it would measure 2
inches by 1 inch. If however the same bitmap was printed at 200 DPI then it would only
measure 1 inch by 1/2 an inch.
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3.4 Aspect ratio
The ratio of width to the height of an image is called aspect ratio. It is usually represented
by two numbers with a colon separation, like 4:3. If there are three different images say, 4
inches wide and 3 inches high, 4 mm wide and 3 mm high. All have the same aspect ratio.
This means the size of the image does not concern the aspect ratio. The international
standard aspect ratio for digital television is 16:9. This aspect ratio one of the wide screen
ratio that is supported by the [1]. Pixels are usually considered as a square, all though
they have other aspect ratios.
The image used in this paper is (704 × 480) pixels, which is 704 pixel horizontally
and 480 pixels vertically. Downsizing image and video content of resolutions 704 " 480,
640 × 480 and 320 × 240 are of interest as many mobile devices have displays with such
resolutions [17]. These resolutions translate to downsizing factors of 4/9 × 3/8, 4/9 × 1/3
and 2/9 × 1/6, respectively . Thus, the aspect ratio of the image used in this paper is 4:3.
Chapter 4
Box Filter algorithm
A box filter, also known as “moving average”, is a simple linear filter with a square (or
rectangular) kernel and all kernel coefficients equal and it is the quickest filter algorithm,
but it lacks smoothness of a Gaussian filter [18]. The number of logic gates required for
this algorithm is less, however in this paper register banks that are required to store the
partial sums increase the area required. These register banks are reused when compared to
the naive implementation where partial sums are not stored. Every time a partial sum is
necessary, it is recalculated on demand in such implementation. Higher resolution images
require more register banks, since the partial sum corresponds to the size of image width.
The computational complexity of image filtering depends on the complexity and size of
the filter. There are two different approaches for this filter : integral image algorithm [19]
and summed area algorithm [20]. In this paper we are using the summed area algorithm.
Before starting the explanation of the filter method, lets go through some terminologies.
Source image is the original image before scaling up/down. Target image refers to the scaled
image. The region of the target pixel in the source that are being calculated currently is
called a filter window.
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Figure 4.1: Box filter method
Box filter is a simplest linear filter. Each pixel calculated is the average of the pixel
values in a square (filter window) centered at that pixel. The difference between box filter
and other linear filter is that the rest of them use a weighted average. The calculation the
target pixel is by moving the averaging window either horizontally or vertically. In this
paper the window is moved horizontally as shown in Fig.4.1.
Let P be the pixel value of the targeted pixel. From Fig.4.1 it can be noted that the
window size is 2 " 2. Here the window size is an even number of rows and columns i.e,
2r " 2r, where r is the window radius. It is also possible to have odd number of rows
and columns. In that case the window size will be (2r + 1) " (2r + 1). Let Fi,j, for
i, j = 1, ......, n denote the pixel values in the image. A box filter can be with a complexity
15







for i, j = (m+ 1), ....(n−m).
Let m = 1, then the window over which the averaging is carried out is 2 " 2 and Pi,jis
given by
Pi,j = W0,0 Fi,j + W0,1 Fi,j+1 + W1,0 Fi+1,j + W1,1 Fi+1,j+1 (4.2)
Here for the box filter the weights distributed for all the four pixels are equal. This
then becomes the average of the four pixels.
P = 1(2r)2 Fi,j + Fi,j+1 + Fi+1,j + Fi+1,j+1 (4.3)
The implementation of the filter in this paper has 4 register banks to store the original
pixels and 2 register bank to store the partial sum of the pixels. One advantage of this
implementation is there is no memory access. As implemented in this paper, the resolution
is constant, thus the register banks to store the original pixel before calculation and to store
the partial sum are fixed.
Chapter 5
Hardware Architecture
Detailed information about each block of the image scaler is explained here.
5.1 Register Bank Architecture
Considering the width of the image, the size of the register bank is decided. Here there
are two different register banks, one for storing the source pixels, i.e., input pixels, and the
second is used to store the intermediate pixels or virtual pixels that are used for further
down-scaling.
Let us discuss the two different register banks used here.
5.1.0.1 REGISTER BANK - Horizontal input pixel register bank
This register bank is used to store the pixel value in horizontal manner. The image is
read row by row. Each row contains 704 pixels. Therefore, there are 704 unpacked 8-bit
width register blocks for greyscale images, and 24-bit wide registers for colored images.
Along with the input pixel, a series of address values are given to address each block of the
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Figure 5.1: Horizontal buffer
register bank. This address is carried throughout the design, for storage of virtual pixels
as well as for the output pixel. The control signals wr_en and rd_en are active HIGH
signals. Apart from the write and read enabling operations, these signals are also used as
to synchronize operations between register banks. Fig. 5.1 shows the horizontal register
bank block diagram.
These control signal are driven by a switch that decides which register bank needs to
be written with input pixel values and which register bank needs to be read. More details
about the Control signal is given in the section 5.3. There are total of four horizontal input
pixel buffers. A pair of register banks is used for the storage of the consecutive rows at a
given HIGH wr_en. Once these two registers are filled, the corresponding rd_en stroke is
enabled to read those registers. The pair of registers are written and read one after the
other. Total of 704 clock cycles is required to store two rows of pixels in a pair of register
banks. Once the register banks are filled, a Done_cs signal is asserted to indicate that the
entire register is filled with a row of pixels.
Now coming to the output part of the register bank, if the control signal toggles to
rd_en, the data_out outputs the pixel value corresponding to the address_in given at the
5.2 Filter : Pixel down-scaler 18
Figure 5.2: Virtual buffer
input. Thus, there is simultaneous read and write enabled in the block.
5.1.0.2 REGISTER BANK - virtual pixel register bank
These are similar to horizontal register banks but the size of number of registers varies.
The number of registers are half the number of registers used in horizontal buffers. When
the down-scaler processes each pair of horizontal register banks, it filters 2 " 2 pixels
producing 352 pixels. That is the reason for half the number of registers used in virtual
register banks. The virtual register bank block diagram is shown in the Fig. 5.2. The
address_in for the virtual register bank comes from the down-scaler. The wr_en and
rd_en signals are from the control block.
If the pixels stored in the virtual register banks are collected, they will produce an
image of size 352 " 240 pixels.
5.2 Filter : Pixel down-scaler
This block is used to downscale the input pixels. It takes two clock cycles to produce
the average of four pixels. This implementation is similar to the winscale algorithm [7]
where the filter window frame moves over the pixels that are to be averaged. But here
there is no concept of filter window, wherein here one pixel from each of the horizontal
register bank pair is read and added every cycle. Then it reads the next set of pixels and
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Figure 5.3: Filter: Pixel downscaler
adds. Once addition of four pixels are done, the filter then shifts the total sum to produce
a partial sum. The output produced is every other clock cycle. Meaning it takes two clock
cycle to produce the output. This filter apart from averaging also generates the output
address to store these pixels. This address is send to the virtual register bank for storage
of intermediate pixel. Pixel down-scaler block diagram is shown in the Fig. 5.3.
The input to the filter is from two horizontal register bank, so there are two filter for
the four horizontal register banks. And there is one filter for the two virtual register banks.
The net result is to down-scale sixteen pixels to have a resolution of 176 " 120 pixels is
achieved by a total of three filters.
The enable signal is triggered from the test-bench, when high the two pixel that are
read will be added. The addition of the two pixels is synthesized as ripple carry adder.
These ripple carry adders are made up of half adders and full adders. The Fig. 5.4 shows
the ripple carry adder used to add the two incoming pixels.
5.3 Control Switch
Fig. 5.5 shows the control switch block. The control switch produces the wr_en and rd_en
signals using two multiplexers that select which write or read signal needs to enabled, such
that a pair of registers starts to process data pixels. This is the only block that controls
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Figure 5.4: Ripple carry adder for two pixel
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Figure 5.5: Control switch
all the write and read signals across the Image Down-Scaler module. The select signal, sel,
enables which read and write signals need to be executed. The select signal comes from
the test-bench. There are total of four wr_en signal lines, one for each horizontal register
block. This same wr_en signal is given to the virtual register bank, but wr_en are active
low for virtual register banks. In that way once the horizontal register banks fills with the
wr_en at active high, then when the wr_en goes low it triggers the virtual register bank
to write the intermediate pixel values. Similarly there are four rd_en signals that are used
by four horizontal registers and virtual registers.
Chapter 6
Design and Test-bench
This section presents the top level design flow and the test-bench used for design verifica-
tion.
6.1 Top-Level Design flow
The top level design of the Image Down-Scaler module is shown in the Fig. 6.1.
As shown in the design two rows of pixel starting from the first row is given to the first
and second horizontal register bank. Once they are filled, the next set of registers (3 &
4) are fed with rows from the test-bench, and the rd_en signal is generated for the 1st &
2nd registers by the control signal block. The Fig. 6.2 shows the flow of data throughout
the design. When the second set of registers are being written, the filter starts reading the
first set of register values and starts computing the output, which is average of four pixel.
In Fig. 6.2 the writing into register is shown in green and the filter operation done before
virtual register is shown in red color. And when again the first set of registers are being
fed, the 3rd & 4th register values are filtered out.
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Figure 6.1: Top-level Design
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Figure 6.2: Flow of data in the design
These filtered values are store in virtual buffers 1 and 2 as shown in Fig. 6.1. When
both the virtual register banks are filled, the final down-scaler is enabled, this filters out
the last stage pixels. This is shown in purple color in Fig. 6.2.
Virtual buffer will store exactly half the pixel values compared to the horizontal buffer.
Now the filter following the virtual buffer receives input from the previous filter and stores
those values as they are computed. Once both the virtual buffer gets filled, the output is
generated by further averaging of the virtual pixels.
6.2 Timing diagram
The timing diagram explains the number of clock cycles each block takes for the compu-
tation. The Image Down-Scaler module is designed in such a way that it has to wait a
certain number of cycle it needs to calculate the end pixel.
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6.2.1 Register bank
Fig. 6.3 shows the timing diagram for the horizontal register bank and virtual register
bank. Since they are similar in operation this single timing diagram would explain the
working of both the register banks.
6.2.2 Filter
Fig.6.4 explains the timing diagram for the filter operation.
6.3 Test-bench Setup
The manipulation of the pixel value is in bits. The section gives detailed information about
the image to bits conversion, and vise-versa.
There are separate test-bench’s for verification of each lower level module. Apart from
the low level testing, there is a test-bench at the top level, which is setup in such a way
that it reads the pixel values in rows from a text file generated by a python script used to
convert images; details of this script are found in section 6.4. $readmemb is used to read
the binary pixel values from the text file. The text file is read at the start of the simulation
to initialize the data set register. Then a each clock edge a pixel is fed into the top level
module. Apart from the pixel value, the test-bench generates addresses ranging between
0-703. This address is generated in a loop, since they are a series of consecutive numbers.
The test-bench drives the data_in pixel and its corresponding address and the select
signal is driven every 704 cycles for the generating internal control signals. The full Image
Down-Scaler module is then verified using this top level test bench.
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Figure 6.3: Timing diagram for Register bank
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Figure 6.4: Timing diagram for filter
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6.4 Python Programs
There are three Python programs used in this project.
• The first one generates the bits from the image. Each pixel value is converted into
ASCII bit representation and stored in a text file. One single line represents the
value of single pixel. The text file is generated in this way so that it will be easy for
the $readmemb to store each pixel value in a data set register.
• The second one is used to convert the bits to an image. The collected output pixel
from the test-bench is read by this python script and converts it into image.
• Third one is the implementation of the box filter algorithm as a model for checking
operation of the hardware.
All the Python programs are given in Appendix II. Image pixel data are read and written
in Python by importing the Python Imaging Library (PIL) package. PIL adds the image
processing capability to the Python interpreter [22]. It has a powerful image processing
features and it also supports various image formats. The core image library is designed for
fast access to data stored in a few basic pixel formats. It should provide a solid foundation
for a general image processing tool [22].
Chapter 7
Result and Conclusions
7.1 Image Down-Scaler Module Implementation and
Verification
The Image Down-Scaler module is written in the Verilog Hardware Description Language
(HDL) designed at the Register Transfer Level (RTL). The lower and higher level modules
are synthesized using Synopsis Design Compiler with 32 nm, 65 nm, 90 nm and 180 nm
technology node from TMSC. The synthesis step is what transforms the RTL into a gate
level netlist, which is a physical description of the hardware consisting of logic gates,
standard cells, and their connections [23]. The synthesis is performed by inserting scan
chains through out the core, i.e., Design for Testability synthesis. The results of these
synthesis are reported in the below section 7.2. The clock frequency used here is 250MHz.
Before synthesis, the Image Down-Scaler module was simulated using the Cadence
Incisive Simulator. The SimVision Debug environment by Cadence helps to analyze the
design and test-bench in the verification process. After verifying the Image Down-Scaler
module using the test-bench setup mentioned in section 6.3, the design was synthesized
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Figure 7.1: Original image
Figure 7.2: Downscaled to 352 " 240 image
using Synopsis synthesis tools. Once synthesized successfully, the resulting netlist was
simulated and verified. Though the code is successfully simulated and synthesized, it isn’t
pipe-lined to output the data every clock cycle. And the implementation can be more
effectively optimized by pipe-lining the Image Down-Scaler module completely. And the
image that is test does not render the output as expected. But the first level of down
scaling works where 704 " 480 is downscaled to 352 " 240 . The Fig. 7.1 shows
the original RGB color image, and the Fig. 7.2 shows the single stage downscaled image.
But the algorithm implemented in the software produces the image down scaling result as
desired.
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7.2 Implementation Results
This section gives the results for area, power, and timing for the four different technologies
mentioned in the section 7.1. The area distribution report results for the pre-scan netlist
are shown in Table 7.2 and for the post-scan netlist in Table 7.3. The pre-scan and post-
scan netlist are very similar. The main difference is due to the insertion of scan logic for
testing. Inserting scan logic changes the functionality of the design [24], hence there are
two different reports. Table 7.4 shows the power report, as technology migrates to smaller
geometry leakage contribution to total power consumption increases faster than dynamic
power, indicating that leakage will be a major contributor to overall power consumption
[25].
For additional details, area of lower level block synthesized in 32 nm library technology
are given in the Table 7.1. This shows that the major amount of area is covered by the
register banks.
Table 7.1: Area comparison of lower level blocks in 32nm Library (µm)2
Technology
Node








Total Area 5004 1797263 899172
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Table 7.2: Pre-Scan Netlist synthesis cell area (µm)2
Technology
Node
im_scaler_32nm im_scaler_65nm im_scaler_90nm im_scaler_180nm
Combinational
Area




603247 925288 3203283 5921817
Total Area 1024952 1082646 7108555 8997925
Table 7.3: Post-Scan Netlist synthesis cell area (µm)2
Technology
Node
im_scaler_32nm im_scaler_65nm im_scaler_90nm im_scaler_180nm
Combinational
Area




775604 868562 3203283 7049836
Total Area 2472955 5325709 7108555 8863442
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im_scaler_32nm 28.40mW 405.90µW 28.81mW 117.25mW
im_scaler_65nm 41.80mW 780.09µW 42.55mW 33.626µW
im_scaler_90nm 329.12mW 1.816mW 2.146mW 18.06mW
im_scaler_180nm 280.15mW 13.68mW 293.83mW 35.072µW











im_scaler_32nm 23.40mW 405.90µW 24.29mW 128.22mW
im_scaler_65nm 45.96mW 804.63µW 46.77mW 31.79µW
im_scaler_90nm 4.14mW 3.54mW 7.68mW 22.09mW
im_scaler_180nm 320.70mW 12.84mW 333.55mW 40.33µW






















Thus, an Image Down-Scaler module with less computational complexity is implemented
in Verilog HDL. This core is synthesized with register banks to hold the pixel values, which
reduces the number of memory read and writes if the pixels were accessed from an external
memory. There is an increase in the area of this design because of the implementation of
the register banks. Note that the Image Down-Scaler module is not completely pipe-lined.
The data is output at certain intervals of time. Future work would be to fully pipe-line
the Image Down-Scaler module.
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Appendix I
Image Down-Scaler Module Verilog
Source Code
I.1 Horizontal register bank .v file
1
2 module REG_BANK #(parameter width = 23)
3 (
4 input r e s e t ,
5 input c lk ,
6 input [ width : 0 ] data_in ,
7 input [ 9 : 0 ] address_in ,
8 input wr_en ,
9 input rd_en ,
10 input test_mode , // DFT t e s t mode con t r o l
s i g n a l
11 input scan_en , // DFT scan enab l e s i g n a l
12 input scan_in0 , // DFT scan chain input 0
13 input scan_in1 , // DFT scan chain input 1
14 input scan_in2 , // DFT scan chain input 2
15 input scan_in3 , // DFT scan chain input 3
16 input scan_in4 , // DFT scan chain input 4
17 output scan_out0 , // DFT scan chain output 0
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18 output scan_out1 , // DFT scan chain output 1
19 output scan_out2 , // DFT scan chain output 2
20 output scan_out3 , // DFT scan chain output 3
21 output scan_out4 , // DFT scan chain output 4
22 output reg done_cs ,
23 output reg [ width : 0 ] data_out
24 ) ;
25 reg [ width : 0 ] reg_bank [ 0 : 7 0 3 ] ;
26 always@ (posedge c l k or posedge r e s e t )
27 begin
28 i f ( r e s e t )
29 begin
30 reg_bank [ 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 0 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 ] <= 0 ;
31 reg_bank [ 1 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 4 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 6 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 1 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 2 ] <= 0 ;
32 reg_bank [ 2 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 5 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 7 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 2 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 3 ] <= 0 ;
33 reg_bank [ 3 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 6 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 8 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 3 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 4 4 ] <= 0 ;
34 reg_bank [ 4 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 7 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 9 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 5 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 4 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 5 5 ] <= 0 ;
35 reg_bank [ 5 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 8 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 0 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 6 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 5 ] <= 0 ;
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reg_bank [ 6 6 ] <= 0 ;
36 reg_bank [ 6 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 9 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 1 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 7 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 7 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 6 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 7 7 ] <= 0 ;
37 reg_bank [ 7 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 8 0 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 8 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 8 2 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 8 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 8 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 8 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 8 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 8 7 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 8 8 ] <= 0 ;
38 reg_bank [ 8 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 1 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 3 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 9 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 9 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 8 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 9 9 ] <= 0 ;
39 reg_bank [ 1 0 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 0 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 0 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 0 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 0 4 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 0 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 0 6 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 0 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 0 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 0 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 0 ] <= 0 ;
40 reg_bank [ 1 1 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 1 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 5 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 7 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 1 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 2 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 2 1 ] <= 0 ;
41 reg_bank [ 1 2 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 2 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 2 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 2 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 2 6 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 2 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 2 8 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 2 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 3 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 2 ] <= 0 ;
42 reg_bank [ 1 3 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 3 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 7 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 9 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 4 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 4 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 4 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 4 3 ] <= 0 ;
43 reg_bank [ 1 4 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 4 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 4 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 4 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 4 8 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 4 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 5 0 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 5 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 5 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 5 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 5 4 ] <= 0 ;
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44 reg_bank [ 1 5 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 5 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 5 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 5 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 5 9 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 6 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 6 1 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 6 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 6 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 6 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 6 5 ] <= 0 ;
45 reg_bank [ 1 6 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 6 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 6 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 6 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 7 0 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 7 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 7 2 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 7 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 7 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 7 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 7 6 ] <= 0 ;
46 reg_bank [ 1 7 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 7 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 7 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 1 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 3 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 8 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 8 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 7 ] <= 0 ;
47 reg_bank [ 1 8 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 9 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 9 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 9 2 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 9 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 9 4 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 9 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 9 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 9 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 9 8 ] <= 0 ;
48 reg_bank [ 1 9 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 0 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 3 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 5 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 0 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 0 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 9 ] <= 0 ;
49 reg_bank [ 2 1 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 1 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 1 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 1 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 1 4 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 1 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 1 6 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 1 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 1 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 1 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 2 0 ] <= 0 ;
50 reg_bank [ 2 2 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 2 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 2 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 2 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 2 5 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 2 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 2 7 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 2 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 2 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 3 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 3 1 ] <= 0 ;
51 reg_bank [ 2 3 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 3 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 3 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 3 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 3 6 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 3 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 3 8 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 3 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 4 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 2 ] <= 0 ;
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52 reg_bank [ 2 4 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 4 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 7 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 9 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 5 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 5 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 5 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 5 3 ] <= 0 ;
53 reg_bank [ 2 5 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 5 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 5 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 5 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 5 8 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 5 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 6 0 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 6 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 6 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 6 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 6 4 ] <= 0 ;
54 reg_bank [ 2 6 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 6 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 6 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 6 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 6 9 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 7 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 7 1 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 7 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 7 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 7 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 7 5 ] <= 0 ;
55 reg_bank [ 2 7 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 7 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 7 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 7 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 8 0 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 8 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 8 2 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 8 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 8 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 8 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 8 6 ] <= 0 ;
56 reg_bank [ 2 8 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 8 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 8 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 1 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 3 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 9 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 9 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 7 ] <= 0 ;
57 reg_bank [ 2 9 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 0 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 0 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 0 2 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 0 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 0 4 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 0 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 0 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 0 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 0 8 ] <= 0 ;
58 reg_bank [ 3 0 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 1 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 3 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 5 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 1 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 1 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 9 ] <= 0 ;
59 reg_bank [ 3 2 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 2 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 2 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 2 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 2 4 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 2 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 2 6 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 2 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 2 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 2 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 3 0 ] <= 0 ;
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60 reg_bank [ 3 3 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 3 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 3 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 3 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 3 5 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 3 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 3 7 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 3 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 3 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 4 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 4 1 ] <= 0 ;
61 reg_bank [ 3 4 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 4 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 4 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 4 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 4 6 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 4 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 4 8 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 4 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 5 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 5 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 5 2 ] <= 0 ;
62 reg_bank [ 3 5 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 5 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 5 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 5 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 5 7 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 5 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 5 9 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 6 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 6 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 6 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 6 3 ] <= 0 ;
63 reg_bank [ 3 6 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 6 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 6 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 6 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 6 8 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 6 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 7 0 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 7 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 7 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 7 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 7 4 ] <= 0 ;
64 reg_bank [ 3 7 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 7 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 7 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 7 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 7 9 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 8 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 8 1 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 8 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 8 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 8 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 8 5 ] <= 0 ;
65 reg_bank [ 3 8 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 8 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 8 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 8 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 9 0 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 9 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 9 2 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 9 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 9 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 9 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 9 6 ] <= 0 ;
66 reg_bank [ 3 9 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 9 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 9 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 0 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 0 1 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 4 0 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 0 3 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 4 0 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 0 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 0 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 0 7 ] <= 0 ;
67 reg_bank [ 4 0 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 0 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 1 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 1 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 1 2 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 4 1 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 1 4 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 4 1 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 1 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 1 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 1 8 ] <= 0 ;
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68 reg_bank [ 4 1 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 2 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 2 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 2 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 2 3 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 4 2 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 2 5 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 4 2 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 2 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 2 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 2 9 ] <= 0 ;
69 reg_bank [ 4 3 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 3 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 3 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 3 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 3 4 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 4 3 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 3 6 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 4 3 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 3 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 3 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 4 0 ] <= 0 ;
70 reg_bank [ 4 4 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 4 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 4 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 4 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 4 5 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 4 4 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 4 7 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 4 4 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 4 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 5 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 5 1 ] <= 0 ;
71 reg_bank [ 4 5 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 5 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 5 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 5 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 5 6 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 4 5 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 5 8 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 4 5 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 6 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 6 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 6 2 ] <= 0 ;
72 reg_bank [ 4 6 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 6 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 6 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 6 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 6 7 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 4 6 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 6 9 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 4 7 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 7 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 7 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 7 3 ] <= 0 ;
73 reg_bank [ 4 7 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 7 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 7 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 7 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 7 8 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 4 7 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 8 0 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 4 8 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 8 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 8 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 8 4 ] <= 0 ;
74 reg_bank [ 4 8 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 8 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 8 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 8 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 8 9 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 4 9 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 9 1 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 4 9 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 9 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 9 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 9 5 ] <= 0 ;
75 reg_bank [ 4 9 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 9 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 9 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 9 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 0 0 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 5 0 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 0 2 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 5 0 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 0 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 0 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 0 6 ] <= 0 ;
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76 reg_bank [ 5 0 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 0 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 0 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 1 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 1 1 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 5 1 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 1 3 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 5 1 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 1 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 1 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 1 7 ] <= 0 ;
77 reg_bank [ 5 1 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 1 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 2 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 2 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 2 2 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 5 2 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 2 4 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 5 2 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 2 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 2 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 2 8 ] <= 0 ;
78 reg_bank [ 5 2 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 3 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 3 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 3 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 3 3 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 5 3 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 3 5 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 5 3 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 3 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 3 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 3 9 ] <= 0 ;
79 reg_bank [ 5 4 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 4 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 4 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 4 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 4 4 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 5 4 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 4 6 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 5 4 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 4 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 4 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 5 0 ] <= 0 ;
80 reg_bank [ 5 5 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 5 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 5 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 5 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 5 5 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 5 5 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 5 7 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 5 5 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 5 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 6 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 6 1 ] <= 0 ;
81 reg_bank [ 5 6 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 6 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 6 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 6 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 6 6 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 5 6 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 6 8 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 5 6 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 7 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 7 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 7 2 ] <= 0 ;
82 reg_bank [ 5 7 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 7 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 7 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 7 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 7 7 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 5 7 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 7 9 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 5 8 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 8 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 8 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 8 3 ] <= 0 ;
83 reg_bank [ 5 8 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 8 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 8 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 8 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 8 8 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 5 8 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 9 0 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 5 9 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 9 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 9 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 9 4 ] <= 0 ;
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84 reg_bank [ 5 9 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 9 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 9 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 9 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 9 9 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 6 0 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 0 1 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 6 0 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 0 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 0 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 0 5 ] <= 0 ;
85 reg_bank [ 6 0 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 0 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 0 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 0 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 1 0 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 6 1 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 1 2 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 6 1 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 1 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 1 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 1 6 ] <= 0 ;
86 reg_bank [ 6 1 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 1 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 1 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 2 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 2 1 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 6 2 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 2 3 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 6 2 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 2 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 2 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 2 7 ] <= 0 ;
87 reg_bank [ 6 2 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 2 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 3 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 3 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 3 2 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 6 3 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 3 4 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 6 3 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 3 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 3 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 3 8 ] <= 0 ;
88 reg_bank [ 6 3 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 4 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 4 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 4 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 4 3 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 6 4 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 4 5 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 6 4 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 4 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 4 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 4 9 ] <= 0 ;
89 reg_bank [ 6 5 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 5 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 5 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 5 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 5 4 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 6 5 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 5 6 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 6 5 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 5 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 5 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 6 0 ] <= 0 ;
90 reg_bank [ 6 6 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 6 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 6 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 6 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 6 5 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 6 6 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 6 7 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 6 6 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 6 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 7 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 7 1 ] <= 0 ;
91 reg_bank [ 6 7 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 7 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 7 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 7 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 7 6 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 6 7 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 7 8 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 6 7 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 8 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 8 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 8 2 ] <= 0 ;
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92 reg_bank [ 6 8 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 8 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 8 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 8 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 8 7 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 6 8 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 8 9 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 6 9 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 9 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 9 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 9 3 ] <= 0 ;
93 reg_bank [ 6 9 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 9 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 9 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 9 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 9 8 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 6 9 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 0 0 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 7 0 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 0 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 7 0 3 ] <= 0 ;




98 i f (wr_en)
99 reg_bank [ address_in ] <= data_in ;
100 else i f ( rd_en )
101
102 data_out <= reg_bank [ address_in ] ;
103 end
104 end
105 always@ (posedge c l k or posedge r e s e t )
106 begin
107 i f ( r e s e t )
108 done_cs <= 0 ;
109 else
110 begin
111 i f ( address_in == 10 ' b1010111111 && wr_en == 1 'b1 )
112 done_cs <= 1 'b1 ;
113 else
114 done_cs <= 0 ;
115 end
116 end
117 endmodule // REG_BANK
I.2 Virtual register bank .v file
1
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2 module REG_BANK_2 #(parameter width = 23)
3 (
4 input r e s e t ,
5 input c lk ,
6 input [ width : 0 ] data_in ,
7 input [ 8 : 0 ] address_in ,
8 input wr_en ,
9 input rd_en ,
10 input test_mode , // DFT t e s t mode con t r o l
s i g n a l
11 input scan_en , // DFT scan enab l e s i g n a l
12 input scan_in0 , // DFT scan chain input 0
13 input scan_in1 , // DFT scan chain input 1
14 input scan_in2 , // DFT scan chain input 2
15 input scan_in3 , // DFT scan chain input 3
16 input scan_in4 , // DFT scan chain input 4
17 output scan_out0 , // DFT scan chain output 0
18 output scan_out1 , // DFT scan chain output 1
19 output scan_out2 , // DFT scan chain output 2
20 output scan_out3 , // DFT scan chain output 3
21 output scan_out4 , // DFT scan chain output 4
22 output reg done_cs ,
23 output reg [ width : 0 ] data_out
24 ) ;
25 reg [ width : 0 ] reg_bank [ 0 : 3 5 1 ] ;
26 always@ (posedge c l k or posedge r e s e t )
27 begin
28 i f ( r e s e t )
29 begin
30 reg_bank [ 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 0 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 ] <= 0 ;
31 reg_bank [ 1 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 4 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 6 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 1 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 2 ] <= 0 ;
32 reg_bank [ 2 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 5 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 7 ] <= 0 ;
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reg_bank [ 2 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 2 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 3 ] <= 0 ;
33 reg_bank [ 3 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 6 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 8 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 4 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 3 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 4 4 ] <= 0 ;
34 reg_bank [ 4 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 7 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 4 9 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 5 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 5 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 4 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 5 5 ] <= 0 ;
35 reg_bank [ 5 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 8 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 5 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 0 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 6 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 6 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 5 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 6 6 ] <= 0 ;
36 reg_bank [ 6 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 6 9 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 1 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 7 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 7 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 6 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 7 7 ] <= 0 ;
37 reg_bank [ 7 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 7 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 8 0 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 8 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 8 2 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 8 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 8 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 8 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 8 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 8 7 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 8 8 ] <= 0 ;
38 reg_bank [ 8 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 1 ]
<= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 3 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 9 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 9 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 9 8 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 9 9 ] <= 0 ;
39 reg_bank [ 1 0 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 0 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 0 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 0 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 0 4 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 0 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 0 6 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 0 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 0 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 0 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 0 ] <= 0 ;
40 reg_bank [ 1 1 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 1 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 5 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 7 ] <= 0 ;
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reg_bank [ 1 1 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 1 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 2 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 2 1 ] <= 0 ;
41 reg_bank [ 1 2 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 2 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 2 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 2 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 2 6 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 2 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 2 8 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 2 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 3 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 2 ] <= 0 ;
42 reg_bank [ 1 3 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 3 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 7 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 3 9 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 4 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 4 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 4 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 4 3 ] <= 0 ;
43 reg_bank [ 1 4 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 4 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 4 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 4 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 4 8 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 4 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 5 0 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 5 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 5 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 5 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 5 4 ] <= 0 ;
44 reg_bank [ 1 5 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 5 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 5 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 5 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 5 9 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 6 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 6 1 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 6 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 6 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 6 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 6 5 ] <= 0 ;
45 reg_bank [ 1 6 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 6 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 6 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 6 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 7 0 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 7 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 7 2 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 7 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 7 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 7 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 7 6 ] <= 0 ;
46 reg_bank [ 1 7 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 7 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 7 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 1 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 3 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 8 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 8 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 7 ] <= 0 ;
47 reg_bank [ 1 8 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 8 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 9 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 9 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 9 2 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 1 9 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 9 4 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 1 9 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 9 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 1 9 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 1 9 8 ] <= 0 ;
48 reg_bank [ 1 9 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 0 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 3 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 5 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 0 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
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[ 2 0 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 0 9 ] <= 0 ;
49 reg_bank [ 2 1 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 1 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 1 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 1 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 1 4 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 1 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 1 6 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 1 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 1 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 1 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 2 0 ] <= 0 ;
50 reg_bank [ 2 2 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 2 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 2 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 2 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 2 5 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 2 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 2 7 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 2 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 2 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 3 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 3 1 ] <= 0 ;
51 reg_bank [ 2 3 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 3 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 3 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 3 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 3 6 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 3 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 3 8 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 3 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 4 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 2 ] <= 0 ;
52 reg_bank [ 2 4 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 4 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 7 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 4 9 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 5 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 5 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 5 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 5 3 ] <= 0 ;
53 reg_bank [ 2 5 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 5 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 5 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 5 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 5 8 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 5 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 6 0 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 6 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 6 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 6 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 6 4 ] <= 0 ;
54 reg_bank [ 2 6 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 6 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 6 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 6 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 6 9 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 7 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 7 1 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 7 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 7 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 7 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 7 5 ] <= 0 ;
55 reg_bank [ 2 7 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 7 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 7 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 7 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 8 0 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 8 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 8 2 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 8 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 8 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 8 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 8 6 ] <= 0 ;
56 reg_bank [ 2 8 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 8 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 8 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 1 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 3 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 2 9 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 2 9 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 7 ] <= 0 ;
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57 reg_bank [ 2 9 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 2 9 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 0 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 0 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 0 2 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 0 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 0 4 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 0 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 0 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 0 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 0 8 ] <= 0 ;
58 reg_bank [ 3 0 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 1 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 3 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 5 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 1 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 1 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 1 9 ] <= 0 ;
59 reg_bank [ 3 2 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 2 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 2 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 2 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 2 4 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 2 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 2 6 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 2 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 2 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 2 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 3 0 ] <= 0 ;
60 reg_bank [ 3 3 1 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 3 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 3 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 3 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 3 5 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 3 6 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 3 7 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 3 8 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 3 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 4 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 4 1 ] <= 0 ;
61 reg_bank [ 3 4 2 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 4 3 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 4 4 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 4 5 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 4 6 ] <=
0 ; reg_bank [ 3 4 7 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 4 8 ] <= 0 ;
reg_bank [ 3 4 9 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank [ 3 5 0 ] <= 0 ; reg_bank
[ 3 5 1 ] <= 0 ;




66 i f (wr_en)
67 reg_bank [ address_in ] <= data_in ;
68 else i f ( rd_en )
69 data_out <= reg_bank [ address_in ] ;
70 end
71 end
72 always@ (posedge c l k or posedge r e s e t )
73 begin
74 i f ( r e s e t )
75 done_cs <= 0 ;
76 else
77 begin
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78 i f ( address_in == 9 ' b101011111 && wr_en == 1 'b1 )
79 done_cs <= 1 'b1 ;
80 else
81 done_cs <= 0 ;
82 end
83 end
84 endmodule // REG_BANK_2
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1
2 module DOWN_SCALER (
3 input r e s e t ,
4 input c lk ,
5 input [ 2 3 : 0 ] pixel_1 ,
6 input [ 2 3 : 0 ] pixel_2 ,
7 input en ,
8 input scan_in0 ,
9 input scan_en ,
10 input test_mode ,
11 output reg scan_out0 ,
12 output reg [ 2 3 : 0 ] out_pixel ,
13 output reg [ 8 : 0 ] out_address ,
14 output reg wr_rd_en
15 ) ;
16 reg count ;
17 reg [ 2 5 : 0 ] num_1, num_2;
18 reg trig_A , trig_B ;
19 wire out_en_w ;
20 wire [ 2 4 : 0 ] A;
21 wire count_w ;
22 wire [ 8 : 0 ] address_w ;
23 reg [ 8 : 0 ] address ;
24 reg [ 8 : 0 ] address_B ;
25 assign A = ("0" & pixel_1 ) + ("0" & pixel_2 ) ;
26 //∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ Pip e l i n i n g the summed data ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
27 //∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
28 always@ (posedge c l k or posedge r e s e t )
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29 begin
30 i f ( r e s e t )
31 begin
32 num_1 <= 0 ;
33 num_2 <= 0 ;
34 end c v
35 else
36 i f ( en )
37 begin
38 num_1 <= ( "0" & A ) ;
39 num_2 <= num_1;
40 end
41 end
42 //∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Counter to enab l e the sum∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
43 //∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
44 always@ (posedge c l k or posedge r e s e t )
45 begin
46 i f ( r e s e t )
47 count <= 0 ;
48 else begin
49 i f ( count == 0)
50 count <= count + 1 ;
51 else i f ( count == 1)
52 count <= 0 ;
53 end
54 end
55 assign count_w = count ;
56 //∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗Ouput sum and s h i f t ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
57 //∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
58 always@ (posedge c l k or posedge r e s e t )
59 begin
60 i f ( r e s e t )
61 out_pixe l <= 0 ;
62 else
63 begin
64 i f ( count_w)
65 out_pixe l <= out_pixe l ;
66 else
67 out_pixe l <= (num_1 + num_2) >> 2 ;
68 end
69 end
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70 always@ (posedge c l k or posedge r e s e t )
71 begin
72 i f ( r e s e t ) begin
73 trig_A <= 0 ;
74 wr_rd_en <= 0 ;
75 end
76 else begin
77 trig_A <= en ;
78 wr_rd_en <= trig_A ;
79 end
80 end
81 assign out_en_w = wr_rd_en ;
82 always@ (posedge c l k or posedge r e s e t )
83 begin
84 i f ( r e s e t )
85 begin
86 address <= 0 ;
87 address_B <= 0 ;
88 out_address <= 0 ;
89 end
90 else begin
91 i f ( count_w )
92 begin
93 address <= address + 1 ;
94 address_B <= address ;
95 end
96 else i f ( count_w == 0)
97 out_address <= address_B ;
98 i f ( address_w == 9 ' b101011111 )
99 address <= 0 ;
100 end
101 end
102 assign address_w = address ;
103 endmodule // DOWN_SCALER
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1
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2 module im_scaler (
3 input r e s e t ,
4 input c lk ,
5 input [ 2 3 : 0 ] data_in_1 ,
6 input [ 2 3 : 0 ] data_in_2 ,
7 input [ 9 : 0 ] address_in ,
8 input s e l ,
9 input test_mode , // DFT t e s t mode con t r o l
s i g n a l
10 input scan_en , // DFT scan enab l e s i g n a l
11 input scan_in0 , // DFT scan chain input 0
12 input scan_in1 , // DFT scan chain input 1
13 input scan_in2 , // DFT scan chain input 2
14 input scan_in3 , // DFT scan chain input 3
15 input scan_in4 , // DFT scan chain input 4
16 output scan_out0 , // DFT scan chain output 0
17 output scan_out1 , // DFT scan chain output 1
18 output scan_out2 , // DFT scan chain output 2
19 output scan_out3 , // DFT scan chain output 3
20 output scan_out4 , // DFT scan chain output 4
21 output reg [ 2 3 : 0 ] out_pixe l
22 ) ;
23 wire u1_done_cs , u2_done_cs , u3_done_cs , u4_done_cs , done_inter_1
, done_inter_2 ;
24 wire wr_en_1 ,wr_en_2 ,wr_en_3 ,wr_en_4 , wr_en_i_1 , wr_en_i_2 ;
25 wire rd_en_1 , rd_en_2 , rd_en_3 , rd_en_4 , rd_en_i_1 , rd_en_i_2 ;
26 wire out_wr_rd_1 , out_wr_rd_2 , en_1 , en_2 , enable ;
27 reg u1_wr_en , u2_wr_en , u3_wr_en , u4_wr_en ;
28 reg u1_rd_en , u2_rd_en , u3_rd_en , u4_rd_en ;
29 wire [ 2 3 : 0 ] out_pixel_w1 ;
30 wire [ 2 3 : 0 ] out_pixel_w2 ;
31 wire [ 2 3 : 0 ] out_pixel_w3 ;
32 wire [ 2 3 : 0 ] out_pixel_w4 ;
33 wire [ 2 3 : 0 ] inter_pixe l_1 , inter_pixe l_2 , f ina l_pixe l_1 ,
f ina l_pixe l_2 , p i x e l ;
34 wire [ 8 : 0 ] inter_out_addr_1 , inter_out_addr_2 , out_addr ;
35 assign rd_en_1 = u1_rd_en ;
36 assign wr_en_1 = u1_wr_en ;
37 ///////////////////////////////////////////
38 //REG_BANK 1 i n t e r f a c e
39 //
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40 REG_BANK u1 (
41 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
42 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
43 . data_in ( data_in_1 ) ,
44 . address_in ( address_in ) ,
45 . wr_en (wr_en_1) ,
46 . rd_en ( rd_en_1) ,
47 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
48 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
49 . done_cs ( u1_done_cs ) ,
50 . data_out ( out_pixel_w1 )
51 ) ;
52 assign rd_en_2 = u2_rd_en ;
53 assign wr_en_2 = u2_wr_en ;
54 ///////////////////////////////////////////
55 //REG_BANK 2 i n t e r f a c e
56 //
57 REG_BANK u2 (
58 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
59 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
60 . data_in ( data_in_1 ) ,
61 . address_in ( address_in ) ,
62 . wr_en (wr_en_2) ,
63 . rd_en ( rd_en_2) ,
64 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
65 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
66 . done_cs ( u2_done_cs ) ,
67 . data_out ( out_pixel_w2 )
68 ) ;
69 assign rd_en_3 = u3_rd_en ;
70 assign wr_en_3 = u3_wr_en ;
71 ///////////////////////////////////////////
72 //REG_BANK 3 i n t e r f a c e
73 //
74 REG_BANK u3 (
75 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
76 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
77 . data_in ( data_in_2 ) ,
78 . address_in ( address_in ) ,
79 . wr_en (wr_en_3) ,
80 . rd_en ( rd_en_3) ,
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81 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
82 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
83 . done_cs ( u3_done_cs ) ,
84 . data_out ( out_pixel_w3 )
85 ) ;
86 assign rd_en_4 = u4_rd_en ;
87 assign wr_en_4 = u4_wr_en ;
88 ///////////////////////////////////////////
89 //REG_BANK 4 i n t e r f a c e
90 //
91 REG_BANK u4 (
92 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
93 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
94 . data_in ( data_in_2 ) ,
95 . address_in ( address_in ) ,
96 . wr_en (wr_en_4) ,
97 . rd_en ( rd_en_4) ,
98 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
99 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
100 . done_cs ( u4_done_cs ) ,
101 . data_out ( out_pixel_w4 )
102 ) ;




107 DOWN_SCALER x1 (
108 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
109 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
110 . pixel_1 ( out_pixel_w1 ) ,
111 . pixel_2 ( out_pixel_w2 ) ,
112 . en ( en_1) ,
113 . scan_in0 ( scan_in0 ) ,
114 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
115 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
116 . out_pixe l ( inter_pixe l_1 ) ,
117 . out_address ( inter_out_addr_1 ) ,
118 . wr_rd_en (out_wr_rd_1)
119 ) ;
120 assign en_2 = rd_en_3 && rd_en_4 ;
121 ///////////////////////////////////////////
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122 //DOWN_SCALER 2
123 //
124 DOWN_SCALER x2 (
125 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
126 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
127 . pixel_1 ( out_pixel_w3 ) ,
128 . pixel_2 ( out_pixel_w4 ) ,
129 . en ( en_2) ,
130 . scan_in0 ( scan_in0 ) ,
131 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
132 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
133 . out_pixe l ( inter_pixe l_2 ) ,
134 . out_address ( inter_out_addr_2 ) ,
135 . wr_rd_en (out_wr_rd_2)
136 ) ;
137 assign wr_en_i_1 = out_wr_rd_1 ;
138 assign rd_en_i_1 = ~out_wr_rd_1 ;
139 ///////////////////////////////////////////
140 //REG_BANK 2 i n t e r f a c e
141 //
142 REG_BANK_2 w1(
143 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
144 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
145 . data_in ( inter_pixe l_1 ) ,
146 . address_in ( inter_out_addr_1 ) ,
147 . wr_en (wr_en_i_1) ,
148 . rd_en ( rd_en_i_1 ) ,
149 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
150 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
151 . done_cs ( done_inter_1 ) ,
152 . data_out ( f ina l_p ixe l_1 )
153 ) ;
154 assign wr_en_i_2 = out_wr_rd_2 ;
155 assign rd_en_i_2 = ~out_wr_rd_2 ;
156 ///////////////////////////////////////////
157 //REG_BANK 2 i n t e r f a c e
158 //
159 REG_BANK_2 w2(
160 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
161 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
162 . data_in ( inter_pixe l_2 ) ,
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163 . address_in ( inter_out_addr_2 ) ,
164 . wr_en (wr_en_i_2) ,
165 . rd_en ( rd_en_i_2 ) ,
166 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
167 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
168 . done_cs ( done_inter_2 ) ,
169 . data_out ( f ina l_p ixe l_2 )
170 ) ;
171 assign en = 1 'b1 ;
172 //////////////////////////////////////////////
173 // f i n a l down s c a l e r which ou tpu t s the p i x e l
174 //
175 DOWN_SCALER f (
176 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
177 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
178 . pixel_1 ( f ina l_p ixe l_1 ) ,
179 . pixel_2 ( f ina l_p ixe l_2 ) ,
180 . en ( en ) ,
181 . scan_in0 ( scan_in0 ) ,
182 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
183 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
184 . out_pixe l ( p i x e l ) ,
185 . out_address ( out_addr ) ,
186 . wr_rd_en ( enable )
187 ) ;
188 always@ (posedge c l k or posedge r e s e t )
189 begin
190 i f ( r e s e t )
191 out_pixe l <= 0 ;
192 else
193 out_pixe l <= p i x e l ;
194 end
195 always@ (posedge c l k or posedge r e s e t )
196 begin
197 i f ( r e s e t )
198 begin
199 u1_rd_en <= 0 ;
200 u2_rd_en <= 0 ;
201 u3_rd_en <= 0 ;
202 u4_rd_en <= 0 ;
203 u1_wr_en <= 0 ;
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204 u2_wr_en <= 0 ;
205 u3_wr_en <= 0 ;




210 i f ( s e l )
211 begin
212 u1_rd_en <= 0 ;
213 u2_rd_en <= 0 ;
214 u3_rd_en <= 1 ;
215 u4_rd_en <= 1 ;
216 u1_wr_en <= 1 ;
217 u2_wr_en <= 1 ;
218 u3_wr_en <= 0 ;




223 u1_rd_en <= 1 ;
224 u2_rd_en <= 1 ;
225 u3_rd_en <= 0 ;
226 u4_rd_en <= 0 ;
227 u1_wr_en <= 0 ;
228 u2_wr_en <= 0 ;
229 u3_wr_en <= 1 ;




234 endmodule // im_scaler
I.5 Horizontal register bank test-bench
1 module t e s t ( ) ;
2 reg c lk , r e s e t ;
3 reg [ 7 : 0 ] data_in ;
4 reg [ 5 : 0 ] address_in ;
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5 reg wr_en , rd_en ;
6 reg scan_in0 , scan_in1 , scan_in2 , scan_in3 , scan_in4 ,
scan_en , test_mode ;
7 integer i ;
8 wire scan_out0 , scan_out1 , scan_out2 , scan_out3 ,
scan_out4 ;
9 wire [ 2 3 : 0 ] data_out ;
10 wire done_cs ;
11 reg [ 7 : 0 ] even [ 0 : 5 5 ] ;
12 REG_BANK top (
13 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
14 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
15 . data_in ( data_in ) ,
16 . address_in ( address_in ) ,
17 . wr_en(wr_en) ,
18 . rd_en ( rd_en ) ,
19 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
20 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
21 . scan_in0 ( scan_in0 ) ,
22 . scan_in1 ( scan_in1 ) ,
23 . scan_in2 ( scan_in2 ) ,
24 . scan_in3 ( scan_in3 ) ,
25 . scan_in4 ( scan_in4 ) ,
26 . scan_out0 ( scan_out0 ) ,
27 . scan_out1 ( scan_out1 ) ,
28 . scan_out2 ( scan_out2 ) ,
29 . scan_out3 ( scan_out3 ) ,
30 . scan_out4 ( scan_out4 ) ,
31 . done_cs ( done_cs ) ,
32 . data_out ( data_out )
33 ) ;
34 i n i t i a l
35 begin
36 $timeformat (−9 ,2 ,"ns" , 16) ;
37 ` i fdef SDFSCAN
38 $sdf_annotate ("sdf/REG_BANK_tsmc18_scan.sdf" , t e s t . top ) ;
39 `endif
40 c l k = 1 'b0 ;
41 r e s e t = 1 'b0 ;
42 wr_en = 1 'b0 ;
43 rd_en = 1 'b0 ;
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44 scan_in0 = 1 'b0 ;
45 scan_in1 = 1 'b0 ;
46 scan_in2 = 1 'b0 ;
47 scan_in3 = 1 'b0 ;
48 scan_in4 = 1 'b0 ;
49 scan_en = 1 'b0 ;
50 test_mode = 1 'b0 ;
51 $readmemb({"../samp.t"} , even ) ;
52 end
53 /∗ System Clock ∗/
54 always
55 begin
56 #5 c lk = ~c lk ;
57 end
58 i n i t i a l
59 begin
60 r e s e t = 1 'b1 ;
61 #5;
62 r e s e t = 1 'b0 ;
63 rd_en = 1 'b0 ;
64 wr_en = 1 'b1 ;
65 for ( i = 0 ; i < 56 ; i = i + 1)
66 begin
67 #10;
68 data_in = even [ i ] ;
69 address_in = i ;
70 $display ("%d:%h" , i , even [ i ] ) ;
71 end
72 rd_en = 1 'b1 ;
73 wr_en = 1 'b0 ;
74 #20;
75 for ( i = 0 ; i < 56 ; i = i + 1)
76 begin
77 #10;
78 data_in = even [ i ] ;
79 address_in = i ;
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85
86 endmodule // REG_BANK_test
I.6 Virtual register bank test-bench
1 module t e s t ( ) ;
2 reg c lk , r e s e t ;
3 reg [ 7 : 0 ] data_in ;
4 reg [ 5 : 0 ] address_in ;
5 reg wr_en , rd_en ;
6 reg scan_in0 , scan_in1 , scan_in2 , scan_in3 , scan_in4 ,
scan_en , test_mode ;
7 integer i ;
8 wire scan_out0 , scan_out1 , scan_out2 , scan_out3 ,
scan_out4 ;
9 wire [ 2 3 : 0 ] data_out ;
10 wire done_cs ;
11 reg [ 7 : 0 ] even [ 0 : 5 5 ] ;
12 REG_BANK_2 top (
13 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
14 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
15 . data_in ( data_in ) ,
16 . address_in ( address_in ) ,
17 . wr_en(wr_en) ,
18 . rd_en ( rd_en ) ,
19 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
20 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
21 . scan_in0 ( scan_in0 ) ,
22 . scan_in1 ( scan_in1 ) ,
23 . scan_in2 ( scan_in2 ) ,
24 . scan_in3 ( scan_in3 ) ,
25 . scan_in4 ( scan_in4 ) ,
26 . scan_out0 ( scan_out0 ) ,
27 . scan_out1 ( scan_out1 ) ,
28 . scan_out2 ( scan_out2 ) ,
29 . scan_out3 ( scan_out3 ) ,
30 . scan_out4 ( scan_out4 ) ,
31 . done_cs ( done_cs ) ,
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32 . data_out ( data_out )
33 ) ;
34 i n i t i a l
35 begin
36 $timeformat (−9 ,2 ,"ns" , 16) ;
37 ` i fdef SDFSCAN
38 $sdf_annotate ("sdf/REG_BANK_2_tsmc18_scan.sdf" , t e s t . top ) ;
39 `endif
40 c l k = 1 'b0 ;
41 r e s e t = 1 'b0 ;
42 wr_en = 1 'b0 ;
43 rd_en = 1 'b0 ;
44 scan_in0 = 1 'b0 ;
45 scan_in1 = 1 'b0 ;
46 scan_in2 = 1 'b0 ;
47 scan_in3 = 1 'b0 ;
48 scan_in4 = 1 'b0 ;
49 scan_en = 1 'b0 ;
50 test_mode = 1 'b0 ;
51 $readmemb({"../samp.t"} , even ) ;
52 end
53 /∗ System Clock ∗/
54 always
55 begin
56 #5 c lk = ~c lk ;
57 end
58 i n i t i a l
59 begin
60 r e s e t = 1 'b1 ;
61 #5;
62 r e s e t = 1 'b0 ;
63 rd_en = 1 'b0 ;
64 wr_en = 1 'b1 ;
65 for ( i = 0 ; i < 56 ; i = i + 1)
66 begin
67 #10;
68 data_in = even [ i ] ;
69 address_in = i ;
70 $display ("%d:%h" , i , even [ i ] ) ;
71 end
72 rd_en = 1 'b1 ;
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73 wr_en = 1 'b0 ;
74 #20;
75 for ( i = 0 ; i < 56 ; i = i + 1)
76 begin
77 #10;
78 data_in = even [ i ] ;
79 address_in = i ;





85 endmodule // REG_BANK_test
I.7 Filter : Dow_scaler test bank test-bench
1
2 module t e s t ;
3
4 wire scan_out0 ;
5 wire [ 2 3 : 0 ] out_pixe l ;
6 wire [ 8 : 0 ] out_address ;
7 wire wr_rd_en ;
8 reg c lk , r e s e t ;
9 reg [ 2 3 : 0 ] pixel_1 , pixel_2 ;
10 reg scan_in0 , scan_en , test_mode ;
11 reg en ;
12 DOWN_SCALER top (
13 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
14 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
15 . pixel_1 ( pixel_1 ) ,
16 . pixel_2 ( pixel_2 ) ,
17 . en ( en ) ,
18 . scan_in0 ( scan_in0 ) ,
19 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
20 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
21 . scan_out0 ( scan_out0 ) ,
22 . out_pixe l ( out_pixe l ) ,
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23 . out_address ( out_address ) ,
24 . wr_rd_en(wr_rd_en)
25 ) ;
26 i n i t i a l
27 begin
28 $timeformat (−9 ,2 ,"ns" , 16) ;
29 ` i fdef SDFSCAN
30 $sdf_annotate ("sdf/DOWN_SCALER_tsmc18_scan.sdf" , t e s t . top ) ;
31 `endif
32 c l k = 1 'b0 ;
33 r e s e t = 1 'b0 ;
34 scan_in0 = 1 'b0 ;
35 scan_en = 1 'b0 ;
36 test_mode = 1 'b0 ;
37 en = 1 'b0 ;
38 #10 r e s e t = 1 'b1 ;
39 #10 r e s e t = 1 'b0 ;
40 en = 1 'b1 ;
41 repeat (1000)
42 begin
43 pixel_1 = $random ;





49 // 25 MHz c l o c k
50 always
51 #5 c lk = ~c lk ;
52 endmodule
I.8 im_scaler RGB test-bench file
1 module t e s t ( ) ;
2 // Outputs
3 reg c lk , r e s e t ;
4 reg [ 2 3 : 0 ] data_in_1 ;
5 reg [ 2 3 : 0 ] data_in_2 ;
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6 reg [ 9 : 0 ] address_in ;
7 reg wr_en , rd_en , s e l ;
8 integer i , j ;
9 wire scan_out0 , scan_out1 , scan_out2 , scan_out3 , scan_out4 ;
10 wire [ 2 3 : 0 ] out_pixe l ;
11 reg scan_in0 , scan_in1 , scan_in2 , scan_in3 , scan_in4 , scan_en ,
test_mode ;
12 reg [ 2 3 : 0 ] even [ 0 : 1 6 8 9 5 9 ] ;
13 reg [ 2 3 : 0 ] odd [ 0 : 1 6 8 9 5 9 ] ;
14 im_scaler top (
15 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
16 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
17 . data_in_1 ( data_in_1 ) ,
18 . data_in_2 ( data_in_2 ) ,
19 . address_in ( address_in ) ,
20 . s e l ( s e l ) ,
21 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
22 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
23 . scan_in0 ( scan_in0 ) ,
24 . scan_in1 ( scan_in1 ) ,
25 . scan_in2 ( scan_in2 ) ,
26 . scan_in3 ( scan_in3 ) ,
27 . scan_in4 ( scan_in4 ) ,
28 . scan_out0 ( scan_out0 ) ,
29 . scan_out1 ( scan_out1 ) ,
30 . scan_out2 ( scan_out2 ) ,
31 . scan_out3 ( scan_out3 ) ,
32 . scan_out4 ( scan_out4 ) ,
33 . out_pixe l ( out_pixe l )
34 ) ;
35 i n i t i a l
36 begin
37 $timeformat (−9 ,2 ,"ns" , 16) ;
38 ` i fdef SDFSCAN
39 $sdf_annotate ("sdf/im_scaler_tsmc18_scan.sdf" , t e s t . top ) ;
40 `endif
41 c l k = 1 'b0 ;
42 r e s e t = 1 'b0 ;
43 scan_in0 = 1 'b0 ;
44 scan_in1 = 1 'b0 ;
45 scan_in2 = 1 'b0 ;
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46 scan_in3 = 1 'b0 ;
47 scan_in4 = 1 'b0 ;
48 scan_en = 1 'b0 ;
49 test_mode = 1 'b0 ;
50 $readmemb({"../pixel_even_row.t"} , even ) ;
51 $readmemb({"../pixel_odd_row.t"} , odd ) ;
52 end
53 /∗ System Clock ∗/
54 always
55 begin




60 // Input the image t e x t f i l e
61 //
62 //CURRENTLY SETUP TO TEST:
63 // The working o f add i t i on o f two p i x e l
64 //∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
65 // i n i t i a l i z e the hexadecimal reads from the v e c t o r s . t x t f i l e
66 /∗ read and d i s p l a y the va l u e s from the t e x t f i l e on screen ∗/
67 i n i t i a l begin
68 r e s e t = 1 'b1 ;
69 #50 r e s e t = 1 'b0 ;
70 wr_en = 1 'b1 ;
71 j =0;
72 s e l = 1 'b1 ;
73 for ( i = 0 ; i < 168960; i = i + 1)
74 begin
75 #10;
76 data_in_1 = even [ i ] ;
77 data_in_2 = odd [ i ] ;
78 $display ("%d:%h" , i , even [ i ] ) ;
79 $display ("%d:%h" , i , odd [ i ] ) ;
80 address_in = j ;
81 i f ( j == 703 )
82 begin
83 j = 0 ;
84 s e l = ~ s e l ;
85 end
86 else
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I.9 im_scaler Greyscale .v file
1
2 module im_sca le r_greysca le (
3 input r e s e t ,
4 input c lk ,
5 input [ 7 : 0 ] data_in_1 ,
6 input [ 7 : 0 ] data_in_2 ,
7 input [ 8 : 0 ] address_in ,
8 input s e l ,
9 input test_mode , // DFT t e s t mode con t r o l
s i g n a l
10 input scan_en , // DFT scan enab l e s i g n a l
11 input scan_in0 , // DFT scan chain input 0
12 input scan_in1 , // DFT scan chain input 1
13 input scan_in2 , // DFT scan chain input 2
14 input scan_in3 , // DFT scan chain input 3
15 input scan_in4 , // DFT scan chain input 4
16 output scan_out0 , // DFT scan chain output 0
17 output scan_out1 , // DFT scan chain output 1
18 output scan_out2 , // DFT scan chain output 2
19 output scan_out3 , // DFT scan chain output 3
20 output scan_out4 , // DFT scan chain output 4
21 output reg [ 8 : 0 ] out_pixe l
22 ) ;
23 wire u1_done_cs , u2_done_cs , u3_done_cs , u4_done_cs , done_inter_1
, done_inter_2 ;
24 wire wr_en_1 ,wr_en_2 ,wr_en_3 ,wr_en_4 , wr_en_i_1 , wr_en_i_2 ;
25 wire rd_en_1 , rd_en_2 , rd_en_3 , rd_en_4 , rd_en_i_1 , rd_en_i_2 ;
26 wire out_wr_rd_1 , out_wr_rd_2 , en_1 , en_2 , enable ;
27 reg u1_wr_en , u2_wr_en , u3_wr_en , u4_wr_en ;
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28 reg u1_rd_en , u2_rd_en , u3_rd_en , u4_rd_en ;
29 wire [ 8 : 0 ] out_pixel_w1 ;
30 wire [ 8 : 0 ] out_pixel_w2 ;
31 wire [ 8 : 0 ] out_pixel_w3 ;
32 wire [ 8 : 0 ] out_pixel_w4 ;
33 wire [ 8 : 0 ] inter_pixe l_1 , inter_pixe l_2 , f ina l_pixe l_1 ,
f ina l_pixe l_2 , p i x e l ;
34 wire [ 8 : 0 ] inter_out_addr_1 , inter_out_addr_2 , out_addr ;
35 assign rd_en_1 = u1_rd_en ;
36 assign wr_en_1 = u1_wr_en ;
37 ///////////////////////////////////////////
38 //REG_BANK 1 i n t e r f a c e
39 //
40 REG_BANK u1 (
41 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
42 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
43 . data_in ( data_in_1 ) ,
44 . address_in ( address_in ) ,
45 . wr_en (wr_en_1) ,
46 . rd_en ( rd_en_1) ,
47 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
48 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
49 . done_cs ( u1_done_cs ) ,
50 . data_out ( out_pixel_w1 )
51 ) ;
52 assign rd_en_2 = u2_rd_en ;
53 assign wr_en_2 = u2_wr_en ;
54 ///////////////////////////////////////////
55 //REG_BANK 2 i n t e r f a c e
56 //
57 REG_BANK u2 (
58 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
59 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
60 . data_in ( data_in_1 ) ,
61 . address_in ( address_in ) ,
62 . wr_en (wr_en_2) ,
63 . rd_en ( rd_en_2) ,
64 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
65 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
66 . done_cs ( u2_done_cs ) ,
67 . data_out ( out_pixel_w2 )
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68 ) ;
69 assign rd_en_3 = u3_rd_en ;
70 assign wr_en_3 = u3_wr_en ;
71 ///////////////////////////////////////////
72 //REG_BANK 3 i n t e r f a c e
73 //
74 REG_BANK u3 (
75 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
76 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
77 . data_in ( data_in_2 ) ,
78 . address_in ( address_in ) ,
79 . wr_en (wr_en_3) ,
80 . rd_en ( rd_en_3) ,
81 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
82 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
83 . done_cs ( u3_done_cs ) ,
84 . data_out ( out_pixel_w3 )
85 ) ;
86 assign rd_en_4 = u4_rd_en ;
87 assign wr_en_4 = u4_wr_en ;
88 ///////////////////////////////////////////
89 //REG_BANK 4 i n t e r f a c e
90 //
91 REG_BANK u4 (
92 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
93 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
94 . data_in ( data_in_2 ) ,
95 . address_in ( address_in ) ,
96 . wr_en (wr_en_4) ,
97 . rd_en ( rd_en_4) ,
98 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
99 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
100 . done_cs ( u4_done_cs ) ,
101 . data_out ( out_pixel_w4 )
102 ) ;




107 DOWN_SCALER x1 (
108 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
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109 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
110 . pixel_1 ( out_pixel_w1 ) ,
111 . pixel_2 ( out_pixel_w2 ) ,
112 . en ( en_1) ,
113 . scan_in0 ( scan_in0 ) ,
114 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
115 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
116 . out_pixe l ( inter_pixe l_1 ) ,
117 . out_address ( inter_out_addr_1 ) ,
118 . wr_rd_en (out_wr_rd_1)
119 ) ;




124 DOWN_SCALER x2 (
125 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
126 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
127 . pixel_1 ( out_pixel_w3 ) ,
128 . pixel_2 ( out_pixel_w4 ) ,
129 . en ( en_2) ,
130 . scan_in0 ( scan_in0 ) ,
131 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
132 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
133 . out_pixe l ( inter_pixe l_2 ) ,
134 . out_address ( inter_out_addr_2 ) ,
135 . wr_rd_en (out_wr_rd_2)
136 ) ;
137 assign wr_en_i_1 = out_wr_rd_1 ;
138 assign rd_en_i_1 = ~out_wr_rd_1 ;
139 ///////////////////////////////////////////
140 //REG_BANK 2 i n t e r f a c e
141 //
142 REG_BANK_2 w1(
143 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
144 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
145 . data_in ( inter_pixe l_1 ) ,
146 . address_in ( inter_out_addr_1 ) ,
147 . wr_en (wr_en_i_1) ,
148 . rd_en ( rd_en_i_1 ) ,
149 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
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150 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
151 . done_cs ( done_inter_1 ) ,
152 . data_out ( f ina l_p ixe l_1 )
153 ) ;
154 assign wr_en_i_2 = out_wr_rd_2 ;
155 assign rd_en_i_2 = ~out_wr_rd_2 ;
156 ///////////////////////////////////////////
157 //REG_BANK 2 i n t e r f a c e
158 //
159 REG_BANK_2 w2(
160 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
161 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
162 . data_in ( inter_pixe l_2 ) ,
163 . address_in ( inter_out_addr_2 ) ,
164 . wr_en (wr_en_i_2) ,
165 . rd_en ( rd_en_i_2 ) ,
166 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
167 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
168 . done_cs ( done_inter_2 ) ,
169 . data_out ( f ina l_p ixe l_2 )
170 ) ;
171 assign en = 1 'b1 ;
172 //////////////////////////////////////////////
173 // f i n a l down s c a l e r which ou tpu t s the p i x e l
174 //
175 DOWN_SCALER f (
176 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
177 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
178 . pixel_1 ( f ina l_p ixe l_1 ) ,
179 . pixel_2 ( f ina l_p ixe l_2 ) ,
180 . en ( en ) ,
181 . scan_in0 ( scan_in0 ) ,
182 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
183 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
184 . out_pixe l ( p i x e l ) ,
185 . out_address ( out_addr ) ,
186 . wr_rd_en ( enable )
187 ) ;
188 always@ (posedge c l k or posedge r e s e t )
189 begin
190 i f ( r e s e t )
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191 out_pixe l <= 0 ;
192 else
193 out_pixe l <= p i x e l ;
194 end
195 always@ (posedge c l k or posedge r e s e t )
196 begin
197 i f ( r e s e t )
198 begin
199 u1_rd_en <= 0 ;
200 u2_rd_en <= 0 ;
201 u3_rd_en <= 0 ;
202 u4_rd_en <= 0 ;
203 u1_wr_en <= 0 ;
204 u2_wr_en <= 0 ;
205 u3_wr_en <= 0 ;




210 i f ( s e l )
211 begin
212 u1_rd_en <= 0 ;
213 u2_rd_en <= 0 ;
214 u3_rd_en <= 1 ;
215 u4_rd_en <= 1 ;
216 u1_wr_en <= 1 ;
217 u2_wr_en <= 1 ;
218 u3_wr_en <= 0 ;




223 u1_rd_en <= 1 ;
224 u2_rd_en <= 1 ;
225 u3_rd_en <= 0 ;
226 u4_rd_en <= 0 ;
227 u1_wr_en <= 0 ;
228 u2_wr_en <= 0 ;
229 u3_wr_en <= 1 ;
230 u4_wr_en <= 1 ;
231 end
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232 end
233 end
234 endmodule // im_sca ler_greysca le
I.10 im_scaler Greyscale test-bench
1 module t e s t ( ) ;
2 // Outputs
3 reg c lk , r e s e t ;
4 reg [ 7 : 0 ] data_in_1 ;
5 reg [ 7 : 0 ] data_in_2 ;
6 reg [ 8 : 0 ] address_in ;
7 reg wr_en , rd_en , s e l ;
8 integer i , j ;
9 wire scan_out0 , scan_out1 , scan_out2 , scan_out3 , scan_out4 ;
10 wire [ 8 : 0 ] out_pixe l ;
11 reg scan_in0 , scan_in1 , scan_in2 , scan_in3 , scan_in4 , scan_en ,
test_mode ;
12 reg [ 2 3 : 0 ] even [ 0 : 1 6 8 9 5 9 ] ;
13 reg [ 2 3 : 0 ] odd [ 0 : 1 6 8 9 5 9 ] ;
14 im_sca ler_greysca le top (
15 . r e s e t ( r e s e t ) ,
16 . c l k ( c l k ) ,
17 . data_in_1 ( data_in_1 ) ,
18 . data_in_2 ( data_in_2 ) ,
19 . address_in ( address_in ) ,
20 . s e l ( s e l ) ,
21 . test_mode ( test_mode ) ,
22 . scan_en ( scan_en ) ,
23 . scan_in0 ( scan_in0 ) ,
24 . scan_in1 ( scan_in1 ) ,
25 . scan_in2 ( scan_in2 ) ,
26 . scan_in3 ( scan_in3 ) ,
27 . scan_in4 ( scan_in4 ) ,
28 . scan_out0 ( scan_out0 ) ,
29 . scan_out1 ( scan_out1 ) ,
30 . scan_out2 ( scan_out2 ) ,
31 . scan_out3 ( scan_out3 ) ,
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32 . scan_out4 ( scan_out4 ) ,
33 . out_pixe l ( out_pixe l )
34 ) ;
35 i n i t i a l
36 begin
37 $timeformat (−9 ,2 ,"ns" , 16) ;
38 ` i fdef SDFSCAN
39 $sdf_annotate ("sdf/im_scaler_greyscale_tsmc18_scan.sdf" , t e s t
. top ) ;
40 `endif
41 c l k = 1 'b0 ;
42 r e s e t = 1 'b0 ;
43 scan_in0 = 1 'b0 ;
44 scan_in1 = 1 'b0 ;
45 scan_in2 = 1 'b0 ;
46 scan_in3 = 1 'b0 ;
47 scan_in4 = 1 'b0 ;
48 scan_en = 1 'b0 ;
49 test_mode = 1 'b0 ;
50 $readmemb({"../pixel_even_row.t"} , even ) ;
51 $readmemb({"../pixel_odd_row.t"} , odd ) ;
52 end
53 /∗ System Clock ∗/
54 always
55 begin




60 // Input the image t e x t f i l e
61 //
62 //CURRENTLY SETUP TO TEST:
63 // The working o f add i t i on o f two p i x e l
64 //∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
65 // i n i t i a l i z e the hexadecimal reads from the v e c t o r s . t x t f i l e
66 /∗ read and d i s p l a y the va l u e s from the t e x t f i l e on screen ∗/
67 i n i t i a l begin
68 r e s e t = 1 'b1 ;
69 #50 r e s e t = 1 'b0 ;
70 wr_en = 1 'b1 ;
71 j =0;
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72 s e l = 1 'b1 ;
73 for ( i = 0 ; i < 168960; i = i + 1)
74 begin
75 #10;
76 data_in_1 = even [ i ] ;
77 data_in_2 = odd [ i ] ;
78 $display ("%d:%h" , i , even [ i ] ) ;
79 $display ("%d:%h" , i , odd [ i ] ) ;
80 address_in = j ;
81 i f ( j == 703 )
82 begin
83 j = 0 ;
84 s e l = ~ s e l ;
85 end
86 else





92 endmodule // im_sca ler_greysca le_tes t
Appendix II
Python Script Files
II.1 Image to bits conversion file
1 i f __name__ == '__main__' :
2 from PIL import Image
3 data = [ ]
4 out = [ ]
5 out1 = [ ]
6 out_next = [ ]
7 out_next_1 = [ ]
8 im = Image .open("home.jpg" )
9 co l , row = im . s i z e
10 p i x e l s = im . load ( )
11 f1 = open("pixel_even_row.t" , "w" )
12 f2 = open("pixel_odd_row.t" , "w" )
13 for i in range (0 , 480) :
14 for j in range (0 , 704) :
15 r , b , g = p i x e l s [ j , i ]
16 R = '{0:08b}' . format ( r )
17 G = '{0:08b}' . format ( g )
18 B = '{0:08b}' . format (b)
19 i f ( i == 0) :
20 f1 . wr i t e (R)
21 f1 . wr i t e (G)
II.2 Python implementation of the Filter II-2
22 f1 . wr i t e (B)
23 f1 . wr i t e ("\n" )
24 e l i f ( ( i % 2) == 0) :
25 f1 . wr i t e (R)
26 f1 . wr i t e (G)
27 f1 . wr i t e (B)
28 f1 . wr i t e ("\n" )
29 else :
30 f 2 . wr i t e (R)
31 f2 . wr i t e (G)
32 f2 . wr i t e (B)
33 f2 . wr i t e ("\n" )
II.2 Python implementation of the Filter
1 ################################################
2 # IMAGE DOWNSCALING BY AVERAGING PIXELS
3 # Descr ip t i on : conver t s 704 x480 p i x e l s to
4 # 352x240 p i x e l s by averag ing and then does
5 # convers ion to 176 x120 p i x e l s
6 #
7 #Autor : va i s hnav i par th ipan
8 ################################################
9 i f __name__ == '__main__' :
10 from PIL import Image
11 data = [ ]
12 out = [ ]
13 out1 = [ ]
14 out_next = [ ]
15 out_next_1 = [ ]
16 im = Image .open("new.jpg" )
17 co l , row = im . s i z e
18 p i x e l s = im . load ( )
19 for i in range (0 , 479 , 2) :
20 for j in range (0 , 703 , 2) :
21 r , b , g = p i x e l s [ j , i ]
22 r1 , g1 , b1 = p i x e l s [ j +1, i ]
23 r2 , g2 , b2 = p i x e l s [ j , i +1]
II.2 Python implementation of the Filter II-3
24 r3 , g3 , b3 = p i x e l s [ j +1, i +1]
25 R = ( r+r1+r2+r3 ) //4
26 G = (g+g1+g2+g3 ) //4
27 B = (b+b1+b2+b3 ) //4
28 data . append (R)
29 data . append (G)
30 data . append (B)
31 out = tuple ( data )
32 for i in range (0 , len ( out ) , 3) :
33 out_next . append ( out [ i : i + 3 ] )
34 print ( out_next )
35 NEW_X_SIZE = 352
36 NEW_Y_SIZE = 240
37 image_out = Image . new('RGB' , (NEW_X_SIZE, NEW_Y_SIZE) )
38 image_out . putdata ( out_next )
39 image_out . save ('352x240.png' )
40 ################################################################
41 data1 =[ ]
42 im = Image .open("352x240.png" )
43 co l , row = im . s i z e
44 p i x e l s = im . load ( )
45 for i in range (0 , 239 , 2) :
46 for j in range (0 , 351 , 2) :
47 r , b , g = p i x e l s [ j , i ]
48 r1 , g1 , b1 = p i x e l s [ j + 1 , i ]
49 r2 , g2 , b2 = p i x e l s [ j , i + 1 ]
50 r3 , g3 , b3 = p i x e l s [ j + 1 , i + 1 ]
51 R = ( r + r1 + r2 + r3 ) // 4
52 G = (g + g1 + g2 + g3 ) // 4
53 B = (b + b1 + b2 + b3 ) // 4
54 data1 . append (R)
55 data1 . append (G)
56 data1 . append (B)
57 out1 = tuple ( data1 )
58 for i in range (0 , len ( out1 ) , 3) :
59 out_next_1 . append ( out1 [ i : i + 3 ] )
60 # pr in t ( out_next )
61 NEW_X_SIZE = 176
62 NEW_Y_SIZE = 120
63 image_out = Image . new('RGB' , (NEW_X_SIZE, NEW_Y_SIZE) )
64 image_out . putdata ( out_next_1 )
II.3 Bits to image conversion python II-4
65 image_out . save ('176x120.png' )
II.3 Bits to image conversion python
1 i f __name__ == '__main__' :
2 from PIL import Image
3 f i l ename = 'output.txt'
4 with open( f i l ename ) as f :
5 data [ x ] = f . read ( )
6 img = Image . new('1' , (176 , 120) )
7 im = Image . fromarray ( data , 'RGB' )
8 img . putdata ( data )
9 im . show ( )
